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NEW CO-OP DIRECTOR FOR A&H
by Larry Wanser
Did you know that there is a 
co-op program for Arts &  Hu­
manities? It was there. . . some­
w here back th e re . . .a s  the 
Wendy’s commercial goes. On 
January 2nd Susan Eaton was 
named Director of Cooperative 
Education for the College of Arts 
and Humanities, and College of 
Health Sciences. Also recently 
hired in that same department is 
Sheila Sowinski, under the title 
of Jo b  Developer for Co-op.
Together they will try to rebuild 
a successful A&H Cooperative 
Education program that students 
have demanded. According to 
Ms. Eaton, “Co-op is running 
well." The main problem so far, 
she says, is trying to develop stu­
dent interest. “U.B. had not made 
a total commitment to A&H C o­
op before I was here, now there 
is," said Ms. Eaton. What about 
the U.B. slogan ‘education for the 
real worjd" and Co-op suppos­
edly being a major force in get­
ting students to come to U.B.? 
There was a Co-op program be­
fore Ms. Eaton, but it was there 
only sometimes. The problem is 
that the emphasis has not been 
oh Arts & Humanities. The fo­
cus has been on engineering and 
business.
Ms. Eaton said that she is look­
ing for students who are interest­
ed in summer C o-op. S h e  is 
starting from scratch building up 
new leads and contacts. One 
thing she is pleased with is the 
upcoming move of all C o-op 
offices into one building on lngel- 
side PI. The move is planned for 
July 1st. This way all Co-op and 
job placement people can work
together under one roof. One 
Co-op building will also make 
things less confusing for students. 
According to Charles Bove, Ex­
ecutive Director of Career Serv­
ices, U.B. has the largest regional 
Co-op program, and the nation’s 
largest federal C o-op  grant. 
Hopefully the money will be used 
wisely. “The University of Bridg­
eport is heads above other insti­
tutions,” said Bove on relating to 
Co-op. He is quite familiar with 
regional Co-op and placement 
having previously worked at the 
University of New Haven for 
eight years before coming to U.B. 
last May. “Most universities have 
one placement person for all stu­
dents,” said Bove. But at U.B. 
they’re creating a “career services 
team."
The major goals for Mr. Bove 
is to expand the Career Services
Center and the Co-op program. 
Since May the number of com ­
panies participating in Co-op has 
doubled, according to Mr. Bove. 
On September 12th, 150-com ­
panies were present for the 
Career Services job search. On 
March 24th, top executives from 
Chrysler and Business W eek 
magazine will be on hand for a 
special job  search  sem inar 
designed for the student looking 
for a job. They will give informa­
tion on how to write a resume 
and have answers to student’s 
questions. The seminar is limit­
ed to a certain number of peo­
ple. “I am really excited about it," 
said Bove.
Mr. Bove also said that “declin­
ing (nationwide) enrollment is 
the name of the gam e To com ­
bat this, use Co-op. Pretty soon 
the only universities that survive
will be the ones with strong C o­
op programs. C o-op may be 
mandatory for students in the 
near future." For graduating stu­
dents in the Fairfield County 
area, the future looks bright since 
“there are more jobs than stu­
dents available," according to 
Bove.
To help match students with 
jobs, Bove hopes to have a new 
computer system in the begin­
ning of next year. He also em­
phasized that he would like more 
students to visit the Career Serv­
ices Center located in BrUel Hall. 
Information on resumes, cover 
letters, and video tapes are avail­
able on what to say in a job inter­
view and how to find the right 
company to work for. The video 
library is comprehensive and has 
information on separate com ­
panies.
SOMETHING BROKEN? MAINTENANCE DELAY
by Maurice Lamontagne
If you are having difficulty get­
ting maintenance work done in 
your dormitory, you are not 
alone. Complaints from students 
regarding the often lengthy waits 
for residence hall repairs are in­
creasing. In Cooper Hall, Resi­
d en ce A ssistants have been 
waiting for over six months to 
have a bathroom stall fixed. Also 
in Cooper, a student was re­
quired to pay for dorm damage 
last spring, yet the nail holes for 
which he has paid have not been 
fixed.
The problem with the often 
lengthy waiting period for main­
tenance may stem from a short­
age of manpower. Tragically, 
John Cavaleri, one of the dorm 
mechanics, died last semester 
and has yet to be replaced. Ac­
cording to Jane Roseman, Assis­
tant Director of Residence Halls, 
the wprk form erly done by 
Cavaleri is now divided up be­
tween the two remaining m e­
chanics on an overtime basis. 
Approximately 12-16 hours of 
overtime a week by the two dorm 
mechanics have replaced the 4 0  
hours per w eek which were
worked by the third mechanic.
Communication between de­
partments also seem s to be a 
problem. The dormitory m e­
chanics work under the supervi­
sion of the Office of Residence 
Halls. Most other maintenance 
functions are performed by the 
Department of Buildings and 
Grounds.
When a dorm mechanic re­
ceives a maintenance request 
form, he may make the repair 
himself and check “completed” 
on the form. If the job is too com­
plicated he would check “re­
ferred" and the repair is referred
CHATTING WITH NORMA
by Paul M. Fontaine
No one can deny that finan­
cial aid is an essential part of life 
at college. In many cases, it is the 
decisive factor in whether or not 
one can go to college. And yet, 
many times, students take finan­
cial aid and the people who 
award it for granted. Moreover, 
whenever there is a problem with 
paying college fees, the financial 
aid officers are usually the first to 
be blamed.
The Scribe  talked to Norma L. 
Abrams, the head of the finan­
cial aid department at UB. Ms. 
Abrams describes her job as one 
that involves working both with 
students and the administration. 
She says that there are many 
facets to her job and some of 
these facets include managing 
the office staff, processing 
awards, maintaining and balanc­
ing both the office and the finan­
cial aid budget (which at present 
is 14V2 million dollars), review­
ing financial aid, reconciling ac­
counts, verifying enrollment, 
overseeing auditing operations, 
certifying student loans and de­
termining students’ ability to pay 
for college.
W hen asked about the 
Gram m -Rudm an 4%  federal 
budget cuts and its effect on next 
year’s financial aid, she respond­
ed by saying that there will be a 
cut in federal aid dollars for next 
year, but that it would not be a 
major change in the financial aid 
picture for next year. She also ad­
ded that with a decrease in en­
rollment, it is quite possible that 
students will stay the same in 
regards to financial aid income 
(no gains, no losses).
When asked about problems 
in the financial aid office, Abrams 
replied that the biggest problem 
the financial aid officers have is 
in regards to student applications 
for aid. Applications for financial 
aid must be handed in by April 
1. but many students file after the 
due date and expect to receive 
aid. Abrams urges students to file 
early in order to get financial aid 
awards.
Abrams also mentioned that 
another problem  the officers 
have is that, often times, students
throw away vital information that 
the office sends to them. She said 
that any inform ation that is 
mailed to the student is very im­
portant and means that there is 
an irregularity which requires the 
student to come to the financial 
aid office and go over their 
records with the financial aid 
officers. In regards to charges of 
the financial aid office losing 
forms, Mrs. Abrams declares that 
all incoming mail is logged in so 
that the staff is aware of what has 
come in and what hasn’t. Abrams 
added that the work done in the 
financial aid office is done manu­
ally and it therefore takes time to 
hav^ everything processed.
Abrams concluded by saying 
that financial aid is not automat­
ically awarded every year, it must 
be applied for.
Furtherm ore, students can 
save themselves and the finan­
cial aid officers lots of problems 
by just doing the following three 
things: filling out all necessary 
forms, staying within financial 
parameters, and double check­
ing if and when necessary.
to the Department of Buildings 
and Grounds. Unfortunately, 
many jo b s that have been  
referred to Buildings and 
Grounds have taken months to 
be completed, or have been lost 
in the inter-office shuffle. Indeed, 
several people including one 
Buildings and Grounds supervi­
sor, seemed very unfamiliar with 
the relationship betw een the 
Office of Residence Halls and the 
Department of Buildings and 
Grounds. Coordination between 
these two departments is obvi­
ously vital, som ething which 
seems lacking.
A third problem is the “tighten-
ing-of-the-belt" by the university. 
Even though there is money ap­
propriated for three dormitory 
mechanics positions, there has 
been no response from the ad­
ministration to the request from 
Ms. Roseman for another me­
chanic.
Also a significant problem in 
the residence halls is abuse by 
students. According to Ms. Rose­
man, much of the mechanics’ 
work time is spent on repairs that 
would not be needed if the fix­
tures were treated properly. With 
the university budget tighter than 
ever, students should not add to 
the list of repairs.
“Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead” Story on page 5.
\
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iNOTICES
Volunteers
NEEDED
The National Federation of the Blind of Connecticut la 
eponaorlng a Volunteer leading Program for blind people. 
The reading material may Include anything from personal 
mail, technical textbooks or reading eaiployment ads by 
phone. The volunteer may read directly to a blind person 
or read on to a cassette.
Individuals or clubs w illing to read once a month or sore 
may c a ll 649-8101 and ask tor Jacquilyn B liley , or write 
to me at
14 Lawton load, #16 
Manchester, CT 06040
DANCE MARATHON
T h e Sixth  A nnual S u p er 
Dance for Muscular Dystrophy 
will be held this Friday, February 
21 at 8 :0 0  p.m. to Saturday, 
February 22  at 8 :0 0  p.m. Regis­
tration forms are still available at 
the Office of Residence Halls, 
Student Center, Room 114.
There are several ways to sup­
port the Marathon other than by 
dancing. Please make a pledge 
to a dancer who asks you to do 
so. G o to the Junior Class Sock
Hop Friday Night and the Dance 
Marathon Mixer on Saturday 
night and show how you can 
dance just as well as the Mara­
thon dancers (even though you 
only have to deal with only 4  
hours of dancing). Visit the 
dancers during the Marathon 
(except between 1:00 a.m .-8:00 
a.m. on Sunday morning); that’s 
one of the best ways to show your 
en cou rag em en t of them  all. 
Knowing that friends are out
there backing you up is worth at 
least 8  hours of sleep to the 
dancers (well, almost). On Satur­
day, February 22  between 3 :00  
p.m. and 5 :0 0  p.m. and Jo n a ­
than Bokow ski, C onnecticut 
MDA Poster Child will be visiting 
the dancers in the Social Room. 
So, go out show support and lets 
make this Marathon Weekend, a 
weekend of fun and pride.
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5th International Bazaar and Tag Sale
T h e H alsey International 
Scholarship Program (HISP) of 
the University of Bridgeport will 
hold its 5th International Bazaar 
and Tag Sale Sunday, March 2, 
from 11:00 A.M. to 5 :0 0  P.M., in 
the Social Room of the John J. 
Cox Student Center, University 
and Myrtle Avenues.
The 14 ethnic com m ittees
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represented in the Halsey pro­
gram will participate exhibiting 
and selling artifacts, crafts, exotic 
foods reminiscent of the culture 
of the countries they represent. 
In addition there will be tag sale 
“treasures", a number of raffles 
and door prizes. The proceeds 
help the com m ittees in their 
Scholarship funding.
Health Center
The Health C enter will be 
closed from 3 :4 5  P.M. to 6 :0 0  
P.M., on Tuesday, February 25th. 
The Staff will be attending the 
Aids Education Program.
Office area will be open until 
4 :3 0  P.M. Any emergencies call 
4911.
Thank you.
The affair is open to the pub­
lic, donation $1 .00 at the door, 
children under 12 admitted free. 
For further information, call the 
HISP office 5 7 6 -4 9 7 5  or 4977 .
N otice to
E du cation  Students
Students who plan to apply for 
admission to the teacher prepa­
ration program leading to State 
certification should sign-up for an 
interview/advisement confer­
ence with the staff in the Institute 
for Professional Education , 
R oom  13, North Hall before 
March 15, 1986 . Information 
related to becoming a certified 
teacher is also available in North 
Hall. The telephone extension 
for Education is 4193.
CREATIVE HELP WANTED 
(Immediate Openings)
Earn up to three credits while being creative, and 
acquire practical experience for your resume, too!
This is an opportunity to participate in a National 
Student Advertising Competition. Don’t miss out!
We need the following;
• All Art majors • Marketing majors
• Designers • Music majors
• Photographers
For more information contact Professor Richard Tino 
in the Department of Mass Communication, North 
Hall, X4128.
YO U
D E C ID E
HENRY W. LITTLEFIELD 
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD
B y  sim p ly  w r i t i n g  a s ta te m e n t, 
s u p p o r t in g  t h e  FV ofessor o f  yo u r  
c h o i c e  an d  S u b m ittin g  i t  a lo n a  
w ith  t e n  s i g n a t u r e s ,  y a u  c a n  
c a s t  your v o t e  a s  t o  w h ic h  
FV-o-fessor is m o s t  d e s e r v in g  
o f  t h i s  h o n o r .
Applications now available a t  
the Student Center information 
desk and the Wahlstrom Library.
Deadline M arch  7th,|986>.
Sponsored by the Dana Scholars  
Society.
T h e  $0i^>e- Page;i
THE SCHOLAR SHOP 
Grading System: What do you think?
The  ed ito rs  o f  The S c r ib e  
proud ly  announce the addition  
o f a new colum n: "The Scho lar 
Shop ."  Each  week a d ifferent 
m em ber o f the Dana Scholars 
Socie ty w ill present a discussion 
o f op in ions on issues o f either 
campus, national, o r w orld  co n ­
cern. The first o f this scries dis­
cu sses the new ly  a d o p te d  
grad ing system  at U.B. If you  
wish to respond to a particular ar­
ticle by the Dana Scholars, please 
submit your written op in ion  to 
the Dana Scholars mailbox at the 
Cam pus Information Desk.
In April 1984, the University 
Senate accepted the proposal of 
incorporating the plus-minus 
concept into the current grading 
system. In the Spring semester of 
1985, the new grading system 
was implemented for all under­
graduate students. As the Spring 
semester of 1986 is underway, I 
would like to reflect upon the ra­
tionale of the system and certain 
opinions of students before the 
new system was started. 1 also 
wish to solicit new opinions about 
the system.
The basic rationale for assign­
ing pluses and minuses to letter 
grades is to provide a m ore 
equitable means of grading a stu­
dent’s performance. Under this 
idea, a student who obtained an 
overall average for a course of 88  
would receive a “B + ” under the 
new system, as opposed to a “B” 
under the old system. On the 
other hand, if the overall average 
was 9 2 , the student would 
receive an “A-”, instead of an “A” 
The plus-minus feature of .the 
grading system wofild distinguish 
students receiving high letter 
grades from a student receiving 
low letter grades.
W hen the idea of utilizing 
pluses and m inuses becam e 
known, there were several criti­
cisms that arose from the student 
body. The first complaint was the 
exposing of current students at 
U.B. to a new grading system. Af­
ter being used to one grading sys- 
tem  in co llege, the current 
students were inform ed that 
pluses and minuses would be as­
signed to their letter grades. By 
being affected by the new system, 
there would be increased pres­
sure to strive and maintain a 
favorable quality point ratio 
(QPR). This meant that there 
would be additional studying and 
worrying to obtain an “A", not an 
“A-”. Although there is a built-in 
reward system of obtaining a plus 
grade instead of a regular letter 
grade, there seems to be a higher 
probability of adversely impact­
ing an overall QPR by changing 
grading systems in the middle of 
an individual's college career. At 
the end of this career, there may 
be a noticeable decline in one’s 
QPR.
Another criticism of students 
that occurred was how a partic­
ular professor defined a minus 
grade or a plus grade. For exam­
ple, what is a 93 ; an “A" or an “A-”? 
How about an 8 7 ; a “B ” or a 
“B + ”? The student registration 
book does not define what con­
stitutes a minus or a plus for each 
letter grade. Therefore, it is the 
professor's personal feeling in de­
termining how to distribute plus 
and minus grades.
A possible solution that could 
have been considered to reme­
dy the problem of exposing^ cur­
rent sfudtJrit To "two different 
grading system s would have 
beeri to activate the newer sys­
tem to only include an incoming
class of freshman and transfer 
students, and continue exposing 
each new class to the system. Un­
der this method, the current stu­
dents would remain under the 
old system, and there would be 
a higher level of uniformity and 
consistency in overall QPR’s un- 
dereach system. The student ID 
numbers would be utilized to 
differentiate the categories of stu­
dents. An argument supporting 
the concurrent operation of two 
grading systems is that each in­
com ing class is exposed to a 
slightly different core curriculum 
from those of previous classes.
The possible solution for de­
termining what constitutes a plus 
grade and a minus grade would 
require th e adopting of a 
university-wide grading scheme.
Quality Points
Range Grade (U.B. Standard)
93-100 A d no
90- 92 A- 3 .67 tern has been adapted at other
87 89 B + 3 .33 colleges, as well.
83  86 B 3.00 1 have attempted to summarize
80 82 B- 2.67 the important arguments against
77- 79 C + 2 33 some features of the plus-minus
73 76 C 2 00 grading system. After, having the
70- 72 C- 1.67 system  for three sem esters
67- 69 D + 1.33 (Spring, Summer and Fall 1985),
63- 66 D 1 00 1 am interested in hearing from
60  62 D- 0.67 the strident body as well as
below 60 F 0 .00 faculty and administration con-
Under university standards in 
the area of quality points, a C - 
(1.67) is not considered a. pass­
ing grade since the requirements 
for graduation is 2 .00 . There is 
a loss of definition when convert­
ing a grade into quality points. 
The same idea can be rational­
ized in the A range as well. A 
3 .6 7  (A-) could be construed as 
closer to a B  + in certain cases; 
However, the quality point sys-
ceming their current opinions. 
Any comments are encouraged. 
Please leave your written opin­
ion in the Dana Scholars mailbox 
at the Campus Information Desk. 
Ill publish a summarization of all 
opinions- received  in a later 
article.
Submitted by:
Wesley Greenop 
President Dana Scholars
U.B. History Discussion
by Paul M. Fontaine 
A discussion on the history of 
UB was given on Wednesday, 
February 12, at noon in the Stu­
dent C en ter Private Dining 
Room.
The discussion was given by 
Dr. William Allen, a retired mem­
ber of the UB history depart­
m ent, who has been  at the 
university lo t  all but the first 
twenty years and has occupied 
3 0  offices at UB during that peri­
od of time. He is currently com ­
piling information for a book 
dealing with the history of th e  
university. ^
His discussion deah with the 
early years of the'university, 
when it started out as a junior 
college.
The idea of a junior college iri 
Bridgeport belonged to Dr. Cort- 
. wright, who was the superinten­
dent of schools in Bridgeport at 
the time.
Cortwright got a great deal of 
help in starting from his good 
friend. Dr. Fbnes, who created 
the first dental hygiene school in 
the world, and from one of the 
first major contributors to the for­
mation of UB, Harvey Hubbell.
However, problems started to 
surface once the charter for the 
’college was obtained. Accredita­
tion for the college could not be 
obtained and validation of the 
W($rk W a ’JUntor college w aire­
quired. Moreover, the New York 
State and New England College 
Boards declared that the junior 
college needed an endowment. 
Cortwright searched for money 
to be used for the endowment, 
only to have the NE College 
Board ignore them. This prompt­
ed Cortwright to change the 
charter from “profit-making" to 
“not for profit.”
After an attempt by the New 
England College Board to set 
standards which most New Eng­
land colleges could not meet, the 
junior college finally received its 
accreditation and started a na? 
tiohal junior college movement.-
Free Blood Pressure Screening
by Rhonda Needle
T he C ollege of H ealth 
Sciences along with The Ameri­
can Heart Association is sponsor- 
ing a free blood pressure 
screening on Monday Feb. 24.
You can have your blood pres- 
sure ch eck ed  at the student 
center from 10 a.m .-l p.m.
The coordinator Kim Erickson 
says, “February is heart month, 
the College of Health Sciences 
thought it necessary that the 
blood pressure of students and
faculty should be checked."
Blood pressure screening is 
something new on campus. This 
is the first time students have got­
ten together with the American' 
Heart Association to organize 
such an event.
What is blood pressure? Ac­
cording to the American Heart 
Association, blood pressure is the 
force of the blood against the 
walls of the arteries in the body. 
The force is produced by the 
heart as it beats, A reading of 
1 2 0 / 8 0  is norm al for m ost 
people.
| Checking blood pressure in­
creases the awareness of hyper­
tension . Many p eop le have 
hypertension and are not aware 
of it. Having your bipod pressure 
checked is always better than 
waiting until you gef sick.
T he C ollege of H ealth 
Sciences is not only trying to 
reach students but also the staff. 
Staff members may be at a high 
risk for high blood pressure and 
not even know it.
This service is being offered to 
help control high blood pressure, 
before illness can set in.
ESSAY CONTEST:
“ UB VISION: 1995”
The Parents Association proudly announces an essay con­
test entitled: “ UB: 1995.” The prize is $500.00. Essays will 
be judged on the basis of the most compelling vision:
Essays should be in the form of an “ op ed” piece, no longer than 1,000 words and 
suitable for publication in The Scribe. Announcement of winner on May 5. Early sub­
missions encouraged. Submission deadline April 4. Send entries fo Dr. Michael Grant, 
Waldemere Hall.
Vision is the essence of leadership. It precedes action as thought precedes form. 
As the University seeks its destiny, it must have clearly in place the vision of what 
it must become, or is becoming. One method to bind or fix a vision is to use time as 
a variable. Therefore, the question is: What is the vision of the University of Bridge-
Eort for 1995? What are we to be? It is hoped that the outcome of the contest will e to spur a sense of self-examination, clarification and sharing in those outcomes 
of common agreement. As an alumnus, employee, student, or faculty member, we 
gain each other’s attention and respect through vision.
STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree 
in Music or Communications... LOOK at how the 
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance 
your marketability... LISTEN to the opportunity call­
ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry.
The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the 
heart of New York’s Greenwich Village, has 
modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK 
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into 
two summer sessions.
By the time you get your Degree you will also 
have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the 
exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast, 
Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater 
Sound and much, much more.
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its 
regular nine-month schedule, starting four tunes a 
year. For further information fill out and return the 
attached coupon or call—
(212) 677-7580
m  m m  mmm mam m m  m  m m  mam m m  m m  m i  mma mmm wmm m w b  ^mm amm mam mme m
Name______ ' ____________________________ —
Address. 
City____ .State, —Zip.
Phone .College.
Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place, Greenwich Village 
New York, NY 10003 Established
1969
I
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Before you make 
a long distance commitment, 
make sure you know  
what you’re getting into.
If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known 
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances 
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you’re stuck in the same boat with a long 
distance company that doesn’t give you all the services 
you need, it’s easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance 
company, you know you’re in for smooth sailing. You’ll 
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long 
distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And 
long distance operators to assist you with immediate
credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And you’ll get discounts off our Day Rate on your 
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during 
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 
8am, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts eve­
nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you’re asked to choose a long distance 
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long 
Distance Service, you’ll never be left stranded. Just call 
1 8 0 0  222-0300  for more information or to 
choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someone.9
©AT&T 1986
Altai
The right choice.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
“Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead”
Bridgeport. Connecticut — 
The sparkling word play and 
penetrating comedy that dazzled 
New York and London comes to 
the University of Bridgeport as 
Tom Stoppards ‘Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are Dead' opens in 
the Andre and Clara Mertens 
Theatre on the University cam ­
pus February 20. Directed by 
Matt Conley, a professional ac­
tor and director who is a resident 
artist with the Department of 
Theatre for the academic year, 
the cast will include U.B. acting 
students Chris Peterson and Mike 
Mararian in the title roles.
‘Rosepcrantz’ was the success 
which launched the enormous­
ly successful career of playwright 
Stoppard, th e  master comedian 
of ideas in the English language.’’ 
according to Newsweek's Jack  
Kroll. Stoppard was recently 
represented on Broadway by 
T h e Real Thing’. In ‘Rosencrantz,’ 
Stoppard turns Shakespeare's 
play ’H am let’ upside down, 
transforming Hamlet's friends- 
turned-executioners from bit 
players into voyagers in an in­
com prehensible world where 
they wait in a boring vacuum 
only to be thrust abruptly into 
‘Hamlet’ and just as abruptly 
tumble back into the void. Critic 
Clive Barnes, writing in the New  
York Times, called the play “Very
Renown Expressionist 
Painter at U.B.
by Roger Baldwin
Sometimes raw and violent, 
sometimes lyrical and contem­
plative, the large paintings of 
George McNeil have been ho­
nored by the international com ­
munity of artists for decades. His 
explosions of color, his often 
frightening distortions of the hu­
man form, his innovative restruc­
turing of what painting is about, 
have drawn the interest of profes­
sionals and public alike. His is an 
artist of the human condition; an 
affirmation of the value and valor 
of all our private struggles to 
make sense of a crazy world.
And now George McNeil will 
be here, at U.B., to share with us 
a lifetime of experiences in art. 
McNeil will be this year’s Dome 
Professor of Art, and will visit us 
on March 2, 3, and 4. Everyone 
in the University community is in­
vited to attend.
George McNeil, vibrant, work­
ing, active, despite his years, has 
been a formative influence for a 
couple of generations of Ameri­
can artists; not only through his 
work but through his teaching, 
too. At Pratt Institute in Brook­
lyn, he brought their program 
into line with contem porary  
trends in painting. He was at the 
heart of that enormous revitali­
zation of A m erican painting 
which produced Abstract Ex­
pressionism and escalated New
York to worldwide preeminence 
as its art capital.
As an increasing number of 
young artists turn to the expres­
sionist tradition as the well-spring 
of their creative adventures, 
McNeil has assumed an even 
more important status as mentor, 
one of the old guard who is per­
petually young, ever exploring. 
The art world has caught up with 
him, and so have we. So  see the 
work, m eet the m an. You’ll" 
remember such an experience far 
past your days at U.B.
The Carlson Gallery, on the 
ground floor of the Bernhard 
Center, will host a major exhibi­
tion of hjs recent paintings and 
.Jtd)ograp!)s. Its opening recep­
tion will be on Sunday, March 
2nd, 3 -5  pm, with the artist 
present to meet students, faculty, 
staff and administrators. Then on 
Monday, March 3rd, the artist will 
give a lecture and discussion in 
the Bernhard Center’s Recital 
Hall (Room 117), at 10:30. Later 
that day, he’ll critique student 
work, as he will on Tuesday, 
March 4. (Call x4436  for times 
and places — you can bring your 
own artwork in for his co m ­
ments!) On Tuesday night, he’ll 
present a public lecture in the 
Recital hall (6 pm Rm. 117 Bern- 
hard Center). The Exhibition will 
continue at the Carlson Gallery 
through March 27.
KNIGHTLIFE REVIEW
by Tracey Alston
Friday night at Knight Life, 
comedian Tony V  was hearing 
everything that a comedian did 
not want to hear or to see: the 
rattling of glasses, personal con­
versations, and people leaving 
during the middle of his show. At­
tention was focused on neighbor­
ing chit-chat and not on stage. 
The battle had just begun for V 
to win the audience’s support.
V, a local com edian  from 
Boston, attempted to win over 
the audience with his opening 
lines. Comfortably dressed in old 
jeans, ?n untucked shirt, and 
black p aten t-leath er Adidas 
sneakers, Tony soon realized that 
this feat was an up-hill battle. 
Nervously playing with his hair, 
Tony V. continued his m ono­
logue, occassionally resorting to 
sarcastic remarks about the au­
d ience and jo k es about his 
weight to lure the viewers into his 
comer. The plot of this comedi­
an’s nightmare never cam e to an 
end.
O pinions varied about the 
com ed ian ’s perform ance. A 
majority of the people, however, 
were disappointed. Students’ 
views ranged from “good" or “ok” 
to “boring” or “horrible” The 
crowd’s response was low-keyed 
and alm ost deathly silent. It 
lacked energetic laughter and ap­
plause that a comedian should 
arouse from his audience.
Perhaps this one performance 
should not result in the co n ­
demning of comedian Tony V. 
Stand-up comedy is not an easy 
job and one cannot always ex­
pect success. Audiences do vary 
in personalities and moods. It is 
possible that the sm all sized 
crowd played a major part in the 
success, or the failure, of V s per­
formance.
A comic must learn to deal 
with hecklers in the crowd and 
many other situations for every 
comedian has his moments. Un­
fortunately, V s performance had 
very few, and they were far apart.
funny. Very brilliant. Very 
chilling.”
The director. Matt Conley, has 
appeared as a guest artist at the 
University in such productions as 
‘As You Like It’ as Jacques, ‘The 
Rivals’ as Sir Anthony Absolute, 
and in ‘King Lear’ with Morris 
Camovsky. Conley also directed 
‘Merrily We Roll Along’ and ‘Fire’
UB. Settings will be designed 
by C harles Flaks, who is the 
University's resident designer and 
also serves as a scenic artist at the 
Long Wharf Theatre. Costume 
designs are by Karen Kinsella. 
whose recent work at the Univer­
sity includes ‘The Rivals’ and 
‘Merrily We Roll A long’. Dr. 
Langdon Brown, Chairman of
the D epartm ent of T heatre, 
produced the play.
‘R osencrantz’ will be p er­
formed February 20, 21, 2 2 ,2 7 , 
28, and March 1 at 8 :0 0  p.m. in 
the University’s Bemhard Center. 
Ticket information may be ob­
tained by calling the Bernhard 
Center box office at 576 -4399  
weekdays from 12 :00  to 6 :0 0  
p.m.
“Eat With Me”
by Ron Davis
“E a t. . Yum-Yum . . D e­
licious!"
Henry Hernandez
Early Thursday morning, 
with chums Jane, Andy, and 
Mr. Happy, we munched out at 
W endys, the 2 4  hour jo int 
downtown. Wendys is designeef 
to serve their food fast. As 
everyone should know, fast 
food is not very healthy, but af­
ter a few, and at Mr. Happy's re­
quest, we went and it proved to 
be very tasty.
What made the trip especial­
ly satisfying were Etsel, Nancy, 
Kim, and Latrice, the night 
crew. Being the curious food 
critic I am, I like to know every­
thing about the place, not just 
the food. S o  I spoke with the 
nightshift while I dined on the 
take-out counter. (However,
Kim the manager will tell you 
it’s actually called the “carry-out” 
counter.) S o  I asked if any of 
them actually had ever met 
Wendy. No one had. and 1 im­
mediately became suspicious 
about the worker’s welfare. Was 
this a case of a company which 
had grown so large as to forget 
about the little people? Were 
these people being abused? I 
was angry; l thought someone 
should unionize these people. 
After all, no pension!
Suddenly, Kim told Etsel to 
sw eep the floor which she 
claimed she had asked him to 
do ten minutes ago. 1 found my­
self telling Etsel he should do no 
sweeping until he received bet­
ter wages and a pension, and 
that all three workers should 
strike. I began to feel like Norma 
Rae so I stopped and finished 
my meal.
Anyway, the Wendys chick­
en sandwiches delighted my 
tongue tasters, beating KFC 
sandwich by far. Also the french 
fries are among fast food’s best. 
Wendys serves burgers, singles, 
doubles, and triples with a good 
choice of fixins. The chili is very 
good and at a special price of 
.99. In addition, they have hot 
potatoes, a salad bar, and serve 
breakfasts. Their beef is fresh. 
However, their menu does not 
• include plain-flavored jello.
To get to Wendys from U.B., 
get on your tricycle and go 
down mainstreet (on the side­
walk). It’s right next to the 
^new scorner, also open 2 4  
hours a day. The city that never 
sleeps — Bridgeport. Say hel 
lo to your hosts, Etsel, Nancy, 
Latrice, and Kim, the slave 
driver.
99*
BREAKFAST SANDWICH 
SCRAMBLED EGG PLATTER 
FRENCH TOAST
OPEN 24 HOURS
960 Main Street, Bpt. 
Downtown— next to News Corner
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BLACK HISTORY:
An Integral Part o f U.S. History
SID N EY PO ITER
by La Donn Barros
In 1965, Sidney Poiter became 
the first black to win an Oscar for 
a starring role, receiving this 
award for his perform ance in 
“Lilies of the Field”. Seven years 
earlier, Poiter had been the first 
black nominated for the award 
for his portrayal of an escaped 
convict in “The Defiant Ones”.
Poiter was born on February 
20, 1927 in Miami, but moved 
to the Bahamas at a very early 
age. At 15, he returned to Miami 
and later found work as a dish­
washer in New York. With the 
coming of Pearl Harbor, he en­
listed in the Army and served for 
four years.
When he came back to New
York, he auditioned for the 
American Negro Theatre, but he 
was turned down. After working 
diligently to improve his speech, 
Poiter was accepted in the theatre 
group. He received acting les­
sons in exchange for performing 
backstage chores.
In 1950, he made his Holly- 
Continued on page 7
B ask etb all s Prescription
by Kenneth Fennal
Julius Erving is one of the most 
exciting players in professional 
basketball, swooping from the 
foul line to slam dunk the ball, 
bringing the crowd to its feet. 
Although rising in years, Julius 
“Doctor” Erving, the captain of 
the Philadelphia 76ers, is not 
only the leader on his team but 
a leader in the NBA and a role 
model for the public.
Born in Hempstead, Long Is­
land on February 2 2 ,1 9 5 0 , Doc 
was raised by his mother, who 
worked as a domestic after his 
father left his family. Throughout 
his childhood, he was always 
confident he could do something 
with his life if he stuck to his goals.
As a player at Roosevelt High 
S ch o o l, D oc m ade the All- 
C ounty and All-Long Island 
team s while m aintaining an
80-average in his studies. Upon 
graduation, he chose the Univer­
sity of M assachusetts over 
num erous offers of athletic 
scholarships. Dropping out of 
school after his junior year, he 
hired the services of a manage­
ment firm as his agent and he 
signed a $ 5 0 ,0 0 0  contract for 
four years with the Virginia 
Squ ires. He was voted the 
Rookie of the Year in 1972 and 
he renegotiated his contract. He 
eventually landed a contract with 
the New York Nets for $2 .8  mil­
lion for a period of four years.
In his first season with the Nets 
in 1973, he led the league in 
scoring for the second consecu­
tive year while pacing his team 
to the American Basketball As­
sociation  C ham pionship. 
Although bothered by tendoni­
tis in 1974, he had another great 
year. Unfortunately, the Nets
were elim inated in the early 
rounds of the playoffs. At the be­
ginning of the 1975 season, he 
had an average of 28 .9  points in 
239  games and grabbed 3085  re­
bounds.
In 1976, the NBA expanded 
and merged with the ABA hop­
ing to increase ticket sales and 
com pete with cable networks. 
Erving, having a contract dispute, 
was traded to the Philadelphia 
76ers for $3 million. He signed 
with the Sixers for $3.5 million for 
a period of five years. Despite the 
Critics analysis, the Sixers 
managed to make it to the cham­
pionship game, but failed to win 
the crown.
Doctor J  took it personally and 
promised the Philadelphia fans a 
championship title. However, the 
next year the Sixers again failed 
to bring home the title. The fol­
lowing year the story would be
FREE DELIVERY
368 -2 2 2 9
PIZZAS from $5.00 
CALZONES from $5.00
WE DEUVEA FREE
FREE SODA!
? cans FREE
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi
With Purchase of 
Any Large Pie
PEOPLE'S PIZZA
T
i
i
i
i
JL
1 can FREE
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi
With Purchase of any 
Small Pie or Calzone
PEOPLE'S PIZZA
W .E .B . D uBois
by La Donn B arros
Born in G reat Barrington, 
Massachusetts on February 23, 
196 8 , William Edward Burg- 
hardt D uBois was certainly 
among the most influential blacks 
of the 20th century. He was an 
outstanding critic, editor, scholar, 
author, and civil rights leader.
DuBois received a bachelors 
degree from Fisk University. 
Then he went on to gain a se­
cond bachelors degree as well as 
a Ph.D. from Harvard. He served 
as a Latin and Greek professor 
at Wilberforce University and the 
University of Pennsylvania. He 
also served as an economics and 
history professor at Atlanta 
University.
In 1907, DuBois and a group 
of 2 9  black intellectuals founded 
the Niagara M ovement. This 
movement represented a formal 
renunciation of the policy of ac-
different and the promise ful­
filled.
Under new ownership, Harold 
Katz promised Erving that this 
year would be his and went out 
and m ade a deal for M oses 
Malone, the league’s leading re­
bounder. This magical combina­
tion seemed to gell together and 
produced both an outstanding 
season and the NBA Crown. 
Despite the criticism of his age, 
Julius “Doctor” Erving finally at­
tained his championship ring.
Despite turning 3 4  years old 
this weekend, Doc has amassed 
over 2 7 ,000  points (3rd leading 
scorer) and has appeared in 15 
allstar games.
commodation. It also maintained 
that it was even more important 
for blacks to press for immediate 
im plem entation of their civil 
rights.
In 1909, the Niagara Move­
m ent was absorbed into the 
framework of the NAACP, an or­
ganization founded on many of 
the same principles. DuBois be­
gan serving as director of publi­
cations and editor of The Crisis, 
a newspaper published by the 
NAACP. He served as editor until 
1934.
From 1944 to 1948* he served 
as head of the NAACFs special 
research  d epartm ent. He 
emigrated to Africa in the 60s 
and became editor in chief of The 
Encycloped ia  Africana.
DuBois’ lifetime position was 
devoted to strides toward social 
emancipation. He felt that it was 
vitally necessary for blacks to cul­
tivate their own aesthetic and cul­
tural values. His views were 
opposed by Booker T. Washing­
ton who felt that blacks should 
concentrate on developing tech­
nical and mechanical skills before 
all else.
In 1961, at age 93 , DuBois 
joined the Communist Party. It 
was DuBois’ affiliation with the 
Communist Party that prompted 
a spirit protest against the plan to 
erect a m em orial in his 
hometown in 1969.
DuBois died in Ghana in 1963 
at the age of 95. He left behind 
numerous books among them 
John  Brown  (1909); The S u p ­
p ress ion  o f  the S la ve  Trade, 
(1896); The Negro, (1915) and 
many others.
A Tribute to Malcolm
by Pam ela A. M ajor
How can one open the eyes of 
the masses to topics that have 
been  closed  upon for many 
years? In this case I speak of the 
brief yet powerful contributions 
of Elhajj-Malik-EI Shabazz. Most 
of us refer to him as Malcolm X.
He was born Malcolm Little. 
His father was a Baptist minister 
who believed passionately in the 
movement of Marcos Garvey 
(Universal Negro Improvement 
Association). Because of his be­
liefs, minister Little was killed by 
an angry group of white men. 
Malcolm was six. His mother was 
committed to an asylum when 
Malcolm was in his early teens. 
Malcolm moved to Boston with 
his half sister Ella.
Malcolm was a rebelious 
young man who later realized 
how ridiculous he was, in feeling 
sham e in his b lackness: he 
straightened his hair, felt superi­
or in his light skin color and for 
a long time had a white girlfriend. 
Malcolm was eventually arrested 
for theft. It was during his prison 
term that he converted to the Is­
lam ic religion. Many of his 
brothers and sisters had also 
made this conversion.
Malcolm was a prodigee of the 
honorable Elijah M oham ad, 
leader of the nation of Islam. He 
received his “X” soon after he was 
released (the “X" is a symbol to 
show the casting off of the sir 
names blacks received during the 
slave era).
Malcolm was a fervent speak­
er. He was a black nationalist to 
his dying day. He spoke the truth 
of the 60s. He spoke the truth 
about whites and blacks. He felt 
blacks who were traitors to their 
race should be dealt with severe­
ly. That rem inds on e of the 
American revolutionaries and 
their treatment of Benedict Ar­
nold (a traitor to the Colonial 
Army). Malcolm felt that people 
of color should fight against in­
justice, cruelty, and inequality 
just as Thomas Jefferson and the 
rest of our “founding fathers” 
fought for the proposition “that 
all men are created equal,” and 
“life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness.”
The media and historians por­
tray Malcolm as a terrorist when 
he speaks of reciprocal violence, 
while the America^ revolution­
aries are remembered as patriots 
although they initially advocated 
and provoked violence. When 
the facts are put together, even 
in this brief manner, it is difficult 
to separate betw een the two 
ideologies.
Malcolm was assasinated Feb. 
21, 1965. Although two men 
were convicted of the murder, 
there are still questions surround­
ing the killing.
Malcolm was a brilliant leader 
with strength and vision. His 
autobiography is a stirring tes­
timonial to his life. Find out more 
about Malcolm X - ^ E l  Hajj- 
Malik- El Shabazz at your library.
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GO IN GS
Thursday 20
NOON—Lunch at Carstensen 
Hall
8 :00  p.m.—Main State Produc­
tions: “Rosenkrantz and Guild- 
enstern are Dead” thru 2/ 22  
Mertens
8 :0 0  p .m .— M ikata-African/ 
Brazilian Jazz—Carriage House 
Admission $1.00
8 :0 0  p .m .— U.B. C ristian
Fellowship Meeting Carstensen 
Hall
8 :00  p.m.—SC BO D  movie: The 
Breakfast Club", “St. Elmo’s Fire", 
“The Big Chill”, Social Room 
Student Center
9:00  p.m.—The Knight Klub Pub 
open
Monday 24
Friday 21
5 :3 0  p.m.—Women’s Basketball 
at Southern Conn.
7 :3 0  p.m.—Men’s Basketball At 
Southern Conn.
8 :0 0  p.m.—Main Stage Produc­
tion: “Rosenkrantz and Guild- 
enstern are Dead" Mertens
9 :0 0  p .m .— 2 4 h r D ance
M arathon Jr .  C lass K ick-off 
Dance Student Center
9 :0 0  p.m.—Loverboy/Hooters 
Concert Hartford Civic Center
9 :0 0  p.m.—Unity Dance Party 
Dance Center Cafe. Admission 
$2.00
Tuesday 25
Saturday 22
8 :0 0  p.m.—Main Stage Produc­
tions: Rosenkrantz and Guilder- 
stein Are Dead" Mertens Theater
9 :0 0  p.m.—Annual Dance Mara­
thon Ends SCBOD  Finale Dance 
Student Center, Social Room
8 :0 0  p.m .—“S h e er E legance” 
Fashion Show /Party Tower 
Room. ARTS & HUMANITIES 
Admission $4 .00
Wednesday 26
N oon— Mass at the Newman 
Chapel
N o o n —W ed. N oon S e rie s : 
Cults, Religion or Repression — 
Student Center
9 :0 0  p .m .— Stu d en t C ouncil 
Meeting—Student Center
ON
Sunday 23
11:00 a.m.—Sunday Mass 
7 :3 0  p.m .—“Bagels and S e x ” 
Carstensen Hall by Hillel 
7 :3 0  p .m .— Professional
Wrestling sponsored by Concert 
Comm: Hubble Gym 
8 :00  p.m.—SCBOD  movie: “The 
Breakfast Club” “St. Elmo’s Fire" 
‘The Big Chill"
Poiter from page 6  
wood debut in “No Way Out", 
and followed this with successful 
appearances in “Red Ball Ex­
press" (1952); “Blackboard Ju n ­
gle’  (1956); “Goodbye, My Lady" 
(1956); and “Porgy and Bess” 
(1959), among many others.
In the mid-seventies, Poiter be­
cam e a major box office attrac­
tion. In the eighties, Poiter turned 
to directing movies, such as “Stir 
Crazy", which co-starred Richard 
Pryor and Gene Wilder.
ST. ELMO’S 
FIRE
BREAKFAST
CLUB
THE BIG 
CHILL
TIhiis. 8 p.m. 
10:30 p.m. 
Sunday 8 p.m. 
Student Center
Noon—Bible Study, Carstensen N oon—Mass at the Newman 
Hall Mass, Carstensen Hall Center
Intramural Softball Registration 4 :0 0  p .m .—A ID S U pdate II 
Feb. 24 -26  Wheeler Rec. Center Speaker Walter Batchelor
9 :0 0  p.m — SC B O D  Meeting 8 :0 0  p.m .— Heart in C oncert 
Student Center Room 207  Hartford Civic Center
9 :00  p.m.—RHA Meeting Stu­
dent Center
TONIGHT
IN THE
PUB
BACKTALK
AND
BEN
A Rockin Party Band 
9 p.m.-1 a.m. 
DON’T MISS IT!
WINTER WEEKEND
coming your way...
NEXT WEEK
* LIP SYNC CONTEST
Fri. Feb. 28 in KNIGHTLIFE 
1st Prize $75.00 
2nd Prize $50.00
Register in room 117 Student Center 
by Feb. 21 — $5.00 entry fee per band
* Annual BED RACES
Sat. March 1st Hazel St.
8 teams will be accepted 
5 member to a team 
Register with Tim, Room 407 
Cooper Hall x2771 by Feb. 26
* AMATEUR COMEDIAN NIGHT
1st Prize $50.00 Carriage House 
Register at Campus Info-RHA mailbox
Fifth Annual
M INTERNflfriONftfc 
BAZAAR & TAG SAME
Sunday, March 2. IIA.M.-5P.M.
JOHN J. COX STUDENT CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT, CORNER UNIVERSITY &  MYRTLE AVENUES
SHOP AT AN INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR OFFERING THE ARTS & HANDCRAFTS OF 18 COUNTRIES.,. 
...PLUS HUNDREDS OF TAG SALE TREASURES.
TASTE THE EXOTIC ETHNIC FOODS OFFERED FOR SALE AT MANY BOOTHS.
ENJOY THE BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES AND EXCITING CREATIONS OF ARGENTINA, CHINA, DETMARK, 
FINLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY, GREECE, HUNGARY, ICELAND, INDIA, ISRAEL, ITALY, 
IRELAND, JAPAN, NORWAY, POLAND, PORTUGAL, AND SWEDEN
SPONSORED BY THE HALSEY INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AND THE 14 ETHNIC SCHOLARSHIP 
COMMITTEES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT.
BONUS ALL PROFITS HELP THE INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEES PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS TO Y01NG 
PEOPLE FROM AROUND THE WORLD.
DONATION $1.00 —  CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE/MANY RAFFLES AND DOOR PRIZES
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"ALL IN GOOD FUN”
The angels. wight, and a pillow fight 
that rattled the wrath of their l ather 
Oh. what a sight were the winged uncontrite 
as they ignored His obvious bother
Against His protest, on went their contest 
to an exhausting degree of vigor
which sent clouds of fluff from the angel's puffs 
floating to earth making drifts mount bigger
The Praefect oi Love looked down from above 
affixed at the helm of the heavens
The scene he saw shattered all sacred law 
and insulted His almighty presence
The mortals below called the fluff stuff snow 
and they frenzied about in a Hurry
A scene of this sort commenced in bridgeport 
which the Ireful Lye spied in a hurry
lxrrge groups of students showed lack of prudence 
and joined in boisterous activity
Shackled lives.- locked in religious archives 
shed restraint for renewed naivety
A game of football amid the snowfall 
let tempers collide in competition 
Inhibitions aside, no one denied 
the splendor of the while apparition
A Poem by 
Randy Vanser
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Muscles twitching, many stole rides skitching 
Road and Security hot on their heels 
Slickness of street and unsureness of feet 
collapsed some to unhallowing kneels
Others found new ways to use dinner trays 
sledding smooth tracks cross Aarina's front lawn 
Snowball fights ushered the fun to new heights 
Some such wars would wage on until the dawn
The angels grew tired, stopped and conspired 
about how to appease their Father's rage 
They agreed that He most definitely 
should conform to this fun-loving age
He judged them absurd, broke His solemn word 
and retracted His gift of the rainbow 
Day grew dark, ocean engulfed Seaside Park 
and rushed the campus in a roaring flow
The angels, denied, remorsefully cried 
and unknowing, saved earth through their graces 
For tears from their eyes pierced holes through dark sky 
and shed light on people s smiling faces
The water stopped short of flooding Bridgeport 
and the Lord chased all the clouds far away 
The angels rejoiced at His modest choice 
and they knew He had learned a lot that day
PHOTOS by 
Greg Smiley
February 20 XJUf.Scrjbe, (
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CLASSIFIEDS
____ NOTICES
Resumes professionally prepared by 
Word Processing Specialist. Long 
term storage. Fast Service, Work 
guaranteed Call 259  3907.
WORD PROCESSING. Be sure to 
keep us in mind for typing your next 
TERM PAPER. We also specialize in 
RESUMES, WORD PRO Norwalk 
853-2151.
SALE_______
1978 Honda Accord LX. Silver, 
Good Condition, AIC, AM/FM cas­
sette w/auto rev. $2300/Best Offer. 
Call 877-4508 or 576-4595. Ask for 
Ronnie.
1978 Monte Carlo Landau. AIC, 
AM/FM, p/w, p/b. Must See. Best 
Offer. x3423___________________ _
IBM Com patibles—640k , two 
drives, parrallel, serial and game 
ports, 150 watt ps, keyboard, case, 
clock/calendar, monitor. From 
$1250 Call 576-3193.
Praktica MTL 3 Camera with 70- 
200 mm zoom lens. $120 or nearest. 
Call Mark x2746.________________
PERSONALS
To MC, we’re glad your friend came 
to visit and loved that black lace ex 
hibition at the beach._____________
Rich, Thanks for a great time at the 
Cotillion I Love Fred.! Love, Sue.
R.D.—watch out for the flock this 
weekend. Their claws are pretty 
sharp. J. v
Slime, no last name, just like the 
Fbnz, and his brother.
BonjOur BonBon, Perhaps next time 
it takes two days to get your cake, 
you’ll resolve the problem with a fist 
or two?
Julie, Julie, Julie do you love us? If 
you do, then PLEASE don’t ask to 
leave!
John Anthony, Remember; meet us 
at 3 :4 5  Saturday. Love, The Tag 
Team.
To The Man of Steel, (Why do they 
Call you that?) What really hap­
pened the night of Juan’s party??? 
Signed the Playtex Woman.
Paul, “It’s a lonely ole night” Us.
Jo , If you stand by the w indow - 
move a bit to the left—there, now I 
can see the red. Ehr.
Dave, what’s it like to live with THE 
Burger King commercial? your Ex.
Hey Wendy: I hope your Herpes 
Simples I goes away. Me.
Sister Seton—You’d smile too if you 
were transferring to another college! 
POP.___________________________
Michael, May your dreams bring you 
beyond your beyonder. Good Luck. 
Love T
LMNOP—Thanks for fulfilling my 
life-long dream of becoming a Star. 
The “Boss." ’
Jill, Thank you for being the best 
friend I’ve ever had—Love you, 
Karen.
The Gidgets are the hippest. groov­
iest, most far out and Fab.
To the Man of Steel, remember I 
know where you’re REALLY ticklish! 
Love, K.
Bill K.—If I can’t get the real thing. 
I’ll settle for stuffed, h's safer! Sue
Crash, our body parts eagerly await­
ing your signature. Love J&K
Thanks for everything, you crazy 
gals. I had a blast! M.D.
To the OPA pledges: Good luck on 
pledging-just think, only one week 
left! Love, your Big Sisters.
Tanya, just how many personal days 
do you have left????
To my Favorite EWOK! Did he get 
the message?
To the Protein Palace, the phone’s for 
you, signed the Cookie Monster.
Lassie, Come Home! Timmy
Get Well Soon Ubbums, Auntie E 
misses your claws in her back!
Joey, how many times have I told 
you not to put the bird in the micro- 
wave? “Nuke" Neighbor.
Richie L— learn not to be rude and 
smile, it can’t hurt—your Buddy
To the man who smells good—what 
are you wearing?—Signed us.
To April P. He has a nice body and 
shows mean film! Good Luck! Me.
J. Good to have you back; its been 
awfully lonely here without you. E.
I’m up to having 100 or so, but can 
afford none. Let’s sleep on it. “The 
Redhead’
Tasmanian Devil—Are you always so 
hard? I need a hug—Cuddles.
Terri, Oh, what Jangled webs we 
weave, when we practice to con­
ceive. G-poo
A dog is a dog except when he's 
facing you, then he’s “Mr Dog.”
—In Grod We Trust—
D&J, beware of. the moon beast—B
Dale, Have the time of your life in 
Europe! Hope to see you there. Love, 
Marie.
PO P —Your dedication to the com­
puter warms me to my very core! 
How I’ll miss you and your flying 
fingers. . .
With the American Express® Card you can buy everything from new spectacles to some pretty spectac­ular clothing. The latest in audio equipment and the latest albums. The Card is the perfect way to pay for just about anything you'll want during college
How to get the Card 
before you graduate.Because we believe that college is the first sign o f success, we've made it easier for you to get the American Express Card. Graduating students can get the Card as soon as they accept a SIO.OOO career-oriented job. If you’re not graduating this semester, you can apply for a special sponsored Card. Look for student applications on campus. Or call 
1800THE CARD, and tell them you want a student application.
The American Express Card. 
Don’t leave school .without it“
Dragon Gut. 1 got an AB personal 
and you didn’t, so THERE! Lobster 
breath
B-less, Not looking forward to the 
brats, HB.
Ripped Pants, Come watch the skies 
with me! Rainy Tray
Dave, “bags” says you need one 
more page of documentation!!! (oh 
no-o-o) me
Sam the concert pianist, we’re glad 
you taught Gene something else be­
sides “feelings"
Wild Man. “Please gather all your 
personel belongings” Sam  the 
Lobster
Hey Crash. What is it with you and 
the heaters in cars???.
To my Buddy Pete: You’re a real Pal 
Love ya. Me
Look’s to us like we’ve made a match 
made in heaven—The Wise Ones
Montinieri, Your Final Day is draw­
ing closer than you think . . . T.C.
Jackie—The Playboy Party this year 
looks to be one not soon 
forgotten—4
To all you #’ ?@ % ” (nanana’s) who 
went to the cottillion . . . ya coulda 
taken a “dude"
Hey Dick, Take your clothes off, K.
Hey bumbo. May your world of stag- 
net tax laws and unstructured ac­
counting principals live on, you 
missed the boat! The FASB crew
Trudy and Lori—Quick! Open the 
box—it’s been a rough week and I 
need a round of applause! jsv
Happy Birthday lumox! Sorry we 
couldn’t afford a card . . . Bruce, Ray, 
Tony. Tom & Mark
Julie I—Thanks for all the love, fun, 
friendship and laughter you’ve 
brought into my life—JSV
The Pillsbury Doughboy says “E”
Tom Ryan (you Ball Buster) Happy 
Birthday! Beware of oil cans and can­
dles. Love ya “The Cramp"
BonBon looks like your popular in 
a “personnal" sort of way. F anr J
Mare (you spl. queen) 1 just wanted 
you to know you’re a great roomie! 
love ya Bunkie P.S. LouLou loves 
you!
Hey No problem—I guess l ean for­
give you for not making it this past 
Fri., can we try again this week?
Steve A., Where have you been? 
Lose your Prom dress or som e­
thing??? Your office is so lonely?
A.B. Send some fertilizer over to 
those Nu Omicron boys—they need 
the help!
To the Haitian Acrobat! Guess what 
the §wok did?
Ramone, Thanks for your thought­
ful gift of roses for Valentine's Day. 
We .miss you. “The Ladies of the 
Sixth Flobr"
To our Fearless Leader: Were both 
so thankful for Paydays! Meet you at 
the Tavern . .  .
Laverne, Wishing you a speedy 
recovery, E.
Rich & Greg, Our sincere thanks for 
making the Cotillion a success. Love, 
Sue and Betsy.
Tim, we want our shoes back!! The 
barefoot boys
Happy Birthday Lisa! February 22 is 
your day-enjoy it! Love Beta
Alison, where ever you are, 1 miss 
You! E ________________
Ann, The countdown has started! 
We’re all going to miss your smiling 
face!
Mr. President. Thanks for the 
conversation—Well have to do it 
again sometime . . . R.l.
R.W.: You're right! It’s turning pink. 
B P
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King Cook Hits 
The Beach in Florida
by Steve Cook
Greetings from the "sunshine” 
state, peasants!
While the streets of Bridgeport 
are being plowed, I’m at the 
beach doing a little plowing of my 
own.
Since you clowns are such a 
sorry bunch when it com es to 
providing me with some decent 
competition I had to figure out a 
way to rekindle that competitive 
spark which is obviously lacking.
Since your skills in the trivia 
field have deteriorated compared 
to last semester I feel that you 
frogheads need to be schooled in 
the fundamentals.
And what better place to do 
this than Florida, home of spring 
training, where the fundamentals 
of our national pasttim e are 
taught.
Believe it or not, pitchers and 
catchers will be reporting to 
cam ps in Sarasota , Orlando, 
Bradenton, Fort Lauderdale, 
Winter Haven, St. Petersburg, 
Lakeland, Vero Beach, Miami, 
Tampa and other such warm 
w eather outposts in just two 
weeks.
Som e of the locals (Floridians) 
have been asking me about the 
entourage of bikini-clad compan­
ions that have accompanied me 
here.
“Your highness, you enjoy the 
com p any of many of Holly­
wood’s most beautiful starlets, 
sensu ous European women 
(from France, Italy, Spain and 
Sweden), and othfer wholesome 
young things from across the 
country and around the globe.
How come there are no babes 
from the University of Bridgeport 
with you?"
“Listen Jack . Betw een you 
and me, they are kind of a cross 
between a canary and a pig— 
they talk a lot but they don’t have 
any manners. You know what I 
mean? Besides, they are too busy 
studying fashion merchandising 
anyway.”
To make a long story short, the 
people here in Florida, from 
Jacksonville to the Keys, are 
mighty impressed by one Steve 
Cook. In fact they have begged 
me to stay. The governor even 
sent me a telegram offering a 
plethora of incentives to remain 
in the land of oranges and alliga­
tors. He said I stimulate the econ­
omy. I already know that I stimul 
ate the female population.
I am assessing the governor’s 
attractive offer. However, I have 
not forgotten the business at 
hand. Since Florida is preparing 
for the baseball seaon, I will pre­
pare you for the baseball season.
Remember, you dopes need 
practice so this will only be an ex­
hibition. My trivia title will not be 
on the line this week. Besides, 
even if by some miracle you an­
swered the questions correctly 
you wouldn’t know where in 
Florida to send them to!
THIS WEEK’S  QUESTIONS:
1) Bradenton, Fla, is the spring 
training site for what team?
2) What college did Kansas City
Royal first baseman Steve Balbo- 
ni attend? .
3) Ditto for teammate pitcher 
Charlie Liebrandt?
4) What do Neal Heaton of the
C leveland Indians and Mike 
Pagliarulo of the New York 
Yankees have in common?
5) Who were the last two team­
m ates to  win the A m erican 
League Cy Young award in con­
secutive years?
6) Who were the last two team­
mates to win the A.L. Most Valu­
able Player award in consecutive 
years?
7) Who is the Minnesota Twins 
all-time home run leader?
8) Name the Detroit Tiger pitch­
er who holds the team’s single­
season record for victories.
9) Rickey Henderson holds the 
single-season stolen base record 
for both the Yankees and the 
Oakland Athletics. Name the 
other man who holds the same 
record for two A.L. teams.
10) The Yankees had six of the 
20 active A.L. lifetime stolen base 
leaders on their roster last sea­
son. Who are they?
Work on these for a while 
chumps. HI be back in Bridgeport 
when I stop having fun here or 
when they run out of suntan lo­
tion and beer—whichever comes 
first.
By the way, here are LAST 
WEEK’S  ANSWERS:
1) Jay  Berwanger was the first 
player drafted by the N.F.L.
2) Tom Seaver was originally 
signed by the Atlanta Braves.
3) Diego Segui is the only man 
to play for both the Seattle Pilots 
and Mariners.
4) Quinnipiac's basketball coach 
Burt Kahn has the most career 
'wins among New England Col­
legiate Conference coaches. He 
had 3 9 9  going into last Satur­
day’s gam e with UB. M aybe 
Kahn should go on vacation af­
ter the beating the Purple Knights 
gave him.
HURLEY’S HOTLINE
by Tim Hurley
FOREIGN INTRIGUE: 
The University of Bridgeport has 
always prided itself on having a 
very diverse student population 
and at the present time more 
than 8 0  nations are represented 
at UB.
The sports teams at UB are no 
exception to this rule and many 
foreigners have played key roles 
in Purple and White athletics in 
past years.
Over the past two seasons, the 
University of Bridgeport basket­
ball team has had no less than 
four non-Americans, including 
the Sudanese trio of Manute Bol, 
his cousin, David Shokai and 
redshirt forward Deng Nhial, as 
well as Canadian import John 
Wroblewski.
Now it appears that head 
coach Bruce Webster is going be­
yond our nation’s borders to bring
in another basketball recruit.
Although nothing is definite, 
Webster hopes to have a third 
Sudanese, Michael Achewheel, 
on his squad next season . 
Achewheel reportedly stands be­
tween 7 ' and 7 ' 3 '  and could 
be on the Bridgeport campus by 
April.
“He’s not another Manute,” said 
Webster, “but Deng says that he 
can play the game. When you’re 
seven-feet, you can get by sim­
ply because of your size. It’s not 
a case of us having to teach him 
a whole lot.”
Of course he is not another 
Manute, but who is? NBA vete­
rans are still in awe of Bol, sim- - 
ply because of his distinct height* 
advantage, even after four, 
months of watching him create 
havoc on opposing offenses. 
Don’t forget, Bol has a whopping 
nine inches on the average ball­
player in pro ball.
Should Achewheel com e to 
UB, (and it is unquestioned that 
a big man is definitely needed 
next year), he’ll have that same 
height advantage over oppo­
nents, even if he is three-to-six 
inches shorter than Bol, for the 
average player in Division II 
stands only about 6  '4 ' .
Still, size alone does not make 
one a superstar—just ask Chuck 
Nevitt, (formerly of the World 
Champion L A. Lakers and now 
currently the poorest excuse for 
an NBA backup center), who 
now draws a check  from the 
Detroit Pistons. All we havejo go 
on'is the word of Nhiaj, not that 
he isn’t a  credible source,- but it 
is a bit too early to-get excited 
about Achewheel, for he hasn’t 
officially signed yet and Webster 
hasn’t heard from him since hill.
“We’re keeping our fingers 
crossed and I’m saving a scholar­
ship for him,” said Webster.
ATTENTION SENIORS:
Last chance to have your picture taken 
for the ’85-86 yearbook— Photographer 
will be on campus Fteb. 24-28. Sign-up for 
an appointment at Campus Information 
Desk in Student Center. Get your mug in 
the yearbook!
ALL-NAMATH TEAM
by Don Loiacano 
and Nick Terrlizzi
- Move over John Madden and 
your team of lunatics, its time to 
announce the All-Namath Team, 
featuring the NFL’s m ost 
glamorous and flamboyant stars. 
The team is named, of course, in 
honor of Broadway Jo e  Namath. 
the most star-studded individual 
to ever don shoulder pads (not 
to mention pantyhose).
Jo e  Willie’s team is filled with 
media madmen who demand 
the spotlight. These football stars 
refuse to play in adverse weather, 
only the sunshine of California is 
acceptable, so our home field will 
lie in the shadow of Hollywood 
—Los Angeles, Calif.
To reserve a spot on Namath’s 
team a player must have that 
playboy image. Any pseudo hot 
shots like Jim  McM ahon get 
placed on the weaiver wire. By 
the way, we would like to con­
gratulate Jim bo on his sub-par 
performance in the Pro Bowl, 
one which could only compare 
to the basketball debut of Ryan’s 
Cadillac power-forward Steve 
Kavanagh.
Madden's boorish band of 
bruisers would be no match for 
Namath’s assemblage of superi­
or athletes, starting with quarter­
back Danny Marino. A young 
Namath if you will. A team lead­
er exuding with confid ence, 
whose rifle arm and curley dark 
hair make him a natural for this 
squad.
Unlike Madden's boring run 
oriented team, Broadway Jo e  
wiUonly need one running back. 
One who can catch the screen 
passes, run an occasional draw, 
and throw the option pass. Since 
Madden chose Walter Payton, 
Namath goes out on a limb with 
Lionel “Little Train" Jam es of the 
San Diego Chargers. There may 
be bigger and better backs out 
there but for this outfit the Little 
Train will do just fine.
Since the passing game will be 
9 5  percent of the offense the 
receivers must be exceptional.
On the outside, what we need is 
speed, speed, and more speed. 
Work)-class sprinters Willie Gault 
of the Bears and Ron Brown of 
the Rams fit the bill. Both men 
can flat out fly. Behind them we 
offer Darryl “TD’ Turner of the 
Seahawks who will only catch 
touchdown passes, Mike Quick 
of the Eagles who is just that— 
quick, and finally for the endzone 
celebrations. Butch Johnson of 
the Broncoes, whose routines 
are rivaled by only the likes of Bil­
ly “Whiteshoes" Johnson.
Offensive linemen are fat and 
ugly so we have none on this 
team. We do, however, have a 
tight-end. He’s All-World Russ 
Francis of the 49ers. A man who 
retired to get out of the cold New 
England winters only to come 
back and bask in the California 
sunshine.
This team has only one defen­
sive p layer— the J e t s ’ Mark 
Gastineau. The only defensive 
player in the league worthy of 
such an honor. Calling the defen­
sive singles for Mark will be 
defensive coordinator Thomas 
“Hollywood" Henderson, form­
erly of the Dallas Cowboys.
The offensive coordinator of 
the squad is Johnny Robinson. 
A players coach, always smiling 
on the sidelines. The form er 
mentor at USC whose only am ­
bition is to coach in the City of 
Angels.
And, of cou rse, the head 
coach. Mr. Miami—Don Shula. 
The man who simply does not 
lose. He’s offensive minded; 
throwing the ball on nearly every 
play. Plus he has that charisma 
about him. Hell be standing there 
on the sun drenched sidelines, 
dark sunglasses protecting his 
charm ing blue eyes, a slight 
breeze blowing his thinning 
hairline out of place, and then as 
Marino completes yet another 
touchdown pass he nonchalant­
ly grooms his hair back into place. 
W hat a man. W hat a coach. 
What a team. The All-Namath 
Team. Com e on Madden, let’s 
get it on.
One test where only 
you knowthe score.
(Check One) _
Yes v
| "■I the .
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[ _ J  >:wlien you'use an early
a Would you prefer a test - that’s totally private to perforin and totally private to read?
|— | Would you like a test 
I that’s portable, so ypu
|____ | can carry itsvith you and
read.it in private?
60
1Ia
4>
C«e
■n
8
**
If you checked "Yes” to  
the above, EPT PLUS is for 
you. Use it, and only you 
will know your test score.
□H And how about a sim ple, one-step test w ith a dra­m atic color change that’s easy to read and is 98%  
accu rate?
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SPORTS WRAP UP: LADY CAGERS, GYMNASTS, VOLLEYBALL
by Steve Kavanagh 
.
The women’s basketball team’s 
record in the New England Col­
legiate Conference was 5 -5  go­
ing into this past Wednesday’s 
encounter with SacrecTHeart. 
The Lady Knights are maneuver­
ing for position in the upcoming 
conference tourney.
The final regular season game 
with Sou th ern  C on n ecticu t 
should decide where the Knights 
finish in the standings.
SC SU  is 6 -5  in the NECC and 
defeated UB earlier this season.
UB demolished Keene State 
7 4 -5 4  Saturday. Liz Dick
notched 16 points and Felicia 
Johnson tingled the twine for 14. 
Whitney Brown and Liz Sellinger 
tallied eight a piece. Dick also 
cleared the glass for nine re­
bounds while Johnson dished 
out eight assists.
W ith two regular season  
gam es to go UB was 1 8 -7  
overall.
* • 0 * •
The gym nastics team  co n ­
tinues to heat up for post-season 
competition. The Knights topped 
Montclair (N.J.) State Saturday, 
1 5 1 .7 5 -1 4 0 .0 9 . So p h om ore 
Karen Jacobson stole the show 
by winning all events and tieing
Sue Paquet’s school record in the 
all-around (3 4 -7 ). Ja co b so n  
scored 8 .8  in the vault, 8 .8 5  on 
the uneven bars, 8 .5  on the 
balance beam and 8 .5 5  for the 
floor exercises.
Pacquet finished second in 
two events as did Lynn Coffin. 
The pair finished second and 
third respectively  in the all- 
around.
Saturday’s victory was the last 
regular season home meet for 
senior Linda Bruett. Bruett has 
been one of the team’s top per­
formers the past four seasons. 
UB hosts the Northeast region­
a l  in late March.
The men’s volleyball club en­
joyed a successful weekend.
The Purple Knight spikers 
swept a tri-meet from Westfield 
State and Vassar College.
The Knights did not lose a sin­
gle game in the competition. UB 
bounced Westfield, 15-7, 15-6, 
and zapped Vassar, 15-8  and 
15-13.
UB was paced by the fine play
of Jo h n  N advornik, Dave
Washington and Max Mazzari.* * • • *
On the national scene Steve 
Cook won the prestigious Bowl­
ing Proprietors Association of 
America U.S. Open. Cook, the 
new ‘King of Bowling” picked up 
a ch eck  for $ 3 8 ,0 0 0  for his 
efforts.
PURPLE KNIGHTS DROP TWO
by Tim Hurley
Last night the upset-minded 
UB Purple Knights hosted arch’ 
rival Sacred Heart in what may 
have been their last home game 
of what has been a very tenuous 
season.
Unless they gain home-court 
advantage in the upcoming con­
ference playoffs, UB fans have 
seen the last of the 1985-86  edi­
tion of the Knights, who revert­
ed to the form which we have 
oecome accustomed to, by fall­
ing to New Haven, 71 -65 , in 
West Haven Wednesday night, 
and Keene State, 95 -93 , in four 
overtimes last Saturday.
UNH, now 17-7 overall, 9-1 in 
NECC play and winners of 13 of 
its last 15 starts including a thrill­
ing, 9 2 -9 1  victory over New 
Hampshire College, swept the 
season series with UB behind the 
tandem  of Herb Watkins (21 
points) and Greg Spicer (19).
Bridgeport cam e out colder 
than a Student Center cheese­
burger and missed its first eight 
shots as they fell behind 8-1 after 
. four minutes. Calmly, they crept 
back into the ballgam e and 
trailed ju st 1 6 -1 3 , midway 
through the first half.
However, UNH coach  Stu 
Grove’s thoroughbreds went on 
a 17-11 run to hold a 33-24, half­
time lead. Early in the second 
half, a 15-0 UNH spurt left the 
visitors down by 17 at 48-31.
A basket by Norman Taylor 
(15 points, 11 rebounds) cut the 
Charger lead to eight, 59 -51 , 
with 6 :2 3  remaining and the 
Knights were actually in the hunt 
for the next six minutes.
Trailing 6 9 -6 3  with 3 0  ticks 
left, UB could get no closer as 
Mark Farad missed a jumper and 
a UB turnover brought out the ja­
nitors brooms.
Saturday night’s bus ride home 
from Keene, N.H., had to be 
longer than Donald Manes’ list of 
illegalities after the Purple 
Knights fell to the 7-16 Owls for 
the second time in ten days.
The game itself represented 
the Knights season in a nutshell.
With the game tied at 63 -6 3  
and the game clock running out, 
Brown’s potential game-winning 
shot was rejected by Keene’s Jeff 
Joh n so n  a la’ Duke’s Johnny  
Dawkins on Notre Dame’s David 
Rivers.
In the first overtime, Faraci 
sank a free-throw with 14 se­
conds left and UB was headed 
for a victory until Jo e  Higdon hit 
Darrell Long with a baseball pass 
and Long made good on a layup 
with two seconds showing.
The Knights then seemed to 
have the game won in the third 
extra session after a Brown layup 
gave them an 84-81  lead with 
time running down. However 
Long struck again with a three- 
point play as he hit a layup and 
subsequent foul shot and it was
time for overtime number four.
The Owls took a 94 -9 0  lead, 
but a Brown hoop cut it to 94-92. 
Then Joseph stole the ensuing 
inbounds pass and dished off to 
Brown, who was fouled going in 
for the tying bucket. He hit only 
the first and then UB had to foul 
Long, who grabbed the rebound. 
Long likewise hit only the first, 
and UB had not one, but two 
more chances to tie the game but 
attempts by Richard Barnes and 
Brown in the final 10 seconds off 
the mark.
Peter Paragon led all scorers 
with 21 markers, while Brown 
paced Bridgeport with 19. Tay­
lor tallied 17 for the Knights, 
C larence G ordon and Faraci 
each had 15 and Joseph had 14.
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Team captain Linda Bruett displays her vaulting skills in last 
week’s meet.
Budweiser.
K IN G  O F  B EER S*
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
MARCUS
JOHNSON
B SA -8TH  WONDER 
INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBALL 
TEAM HIGH SCORER 
CONGRATULATIONS!
